
PartnerPak Studio 5.0.0.112 Update Release Notes 

1. Redesigned the Glass Fabrication feature of the program. This feature has been moved under the fabrication 

heading of the main screen. The old glass fab was primarily for shaped glass only. Now the glass fab is much 

the same as metal fabrication. It will combine like types and sizes per frame or project and provide them a 

TAG. You will get a drawing with each type of glass and then elevations with the glass TAG labeled on them. 

 

 

2. You now have the ability to include all of the BOM, Glass Fabrication or Metal Fabrication lists to a table when 

generating shop drawings. When creating a Shop Drawing from the main area of the program there are some 

new check box options for what BOM items you want to be included in the table. When exporting from the 

Glass or Metal Fabrication screen it will automatically include the list of information into a table. 

 

 

 



3. Created a screen to view manually created fab rules or to create a new fab rule in the library. This can be 
accessed from the TOOLS | UTILITIES | FAB RULES LIBRARY BUILDER menu or from the Fab Rules Library 
database screen by pressing the F10 key on the name field. This will help to visually see the fabrication 
information and help to eliminate mistakes. The fab part information must be filled out to represent a part in 
the draw fabs area. 

 

 
 

4. Created a screen allows formulas to be created based on the function type of the part and the areas of the 
program that allow formulas.  It helps to build the formula properly and also provides the only available 
formulas for the selection made. Once the formula is created you can copy it to the clipboard and paste into 
the field where the formula is required. This can be accessed from the TOOLS | UTILITIES | FAB FORMULA 
BUILDER menu or by pressing the F10 key from any of the metal groups screens and the Fab Operations 
screen of the Fab Rules Library. 
 

 



5. Additional Changes 
a. Added the option to save the Kawneer Direct output file as an .XLSX if you experienced any issues 

with the .XML file. You create the file the same way in PartnerPak Studio. Then on Kawneer Direct 
choose the ORDER MANAGEMENT | UPOAD STOCK ITEMS TO CART option. 

b. Corrected some door frame fab locations on in certain type configurations 
c. Added the ability to have a different undercut or extension for a head/sill perimeter filler between 

the jamb and interior vertical. 
d. Added the option to add a “CUT” fab operation to use the saw on a Rhino for a secondary cut. 
e. Corrected an issue when editing assembly data and modifying the cut rules and the changes not 

holding. 
 

6. Database Changes 
a. Added 2500 UT UNITWALL groups (Unitized system) 

b. Added 1600 VENEER groups 

c. Added 1600 UT groups with F&T Anchors 

d. Updated 1620 UT groups to remove anchor plug (not needed with open-back head/sill) 

e. Updated pricing for other misc. parts 


